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Enrollment list
makes trouble

Light one candle

Department chairs seek
accurate info for committee

Hanukkah
commences
By Jacqwe Mc( lrossin
sp.ra’a Oat’S Stall Wrner
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111.111 1 111 D %Kars 1’1111 iii".
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Susan Lowe, co-chairwoman of
the Jewish Student Union, lights
a Menorah to signify the official
beginning of Hanukkah at the
SJSU International Center
Thursday night.
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added it was evident Iii Pill llt55’
inhumation that 111.IIIV programs
appealing in the low enrollment
listai t. ca tuallv la It maim enrolled.
!lin...ever, graduation numbers
are also not per it, I ill(lirr11111 N. 11 is
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The (.1,111 ert Clam then joined
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per 11(11111 ii
Iii e
liernstein’s "Chit hester Psalms,
with solos by Eli Fo( hs. iennifer
lisiting, Daniel Hughes and
Meghan [Awry
’This is the first V1..11 I’M at mall,.
not singing with the hour," said
Hughes, following all impress’s/.
solo in thr se«ind movement of
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Struggles in Eastern Europe,
Russia author’s lecture topic
By Mark Kregel
Spartan Darn 1141 %%Frier
SI.11/1111% iii 1.111( III I 111 Ho,
will take longe! than In 54,11 5,
said gnest ledin
(.1.1.1g1
Demist. I linisdas to a pai ked
auditoi min
lit
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st 111 /111 1 111:111V years ag’,
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Mat %hal
I ito,
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Yugoslavian president) 111(110
1 11/1.11 1. 11111 that this wmild happen," ht said.
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1 lohtlav Animie was a slums/ .151 III!
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W111/111 1111111’111S 1111 1/11111r1 be1111111
111C 111Sk1, IIII 1 .1111111 S W111(14155’s
.11111 111 other at vas on I .11111,11%.
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the mgani/eis Ill the Thin ’alas
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Standish was selhug paper ’twills ( Falls .1111I 111’1111 111%11,11111g Reiki,
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St 1(111 (’5 and attending .11 otiple ol
seminars.
Iinimpson said the fletilg111 1111.
11S4.14 .111’ adaptations of :4,000 -veal old Ukrainian designs.
’One of these days I’ll get all
()snit 11 egg to work with,"
Ill( 11111151 11 said.
Diane Robledti, who wor ks as a
fac ililies management assistant,
t1 silk emboridery oil
had fr;
sale. Robledo learned het c raft by
taking min hing lasses and does
g.
her own matting and fra
Robledt) also With selling wotiden
key ( hain holders and painted
(lhristmas tree ornaments- all of
whit h she makes.
Another vendor, Karin Walker
from the College of laltication’s
( redential prelim Ii 11111 (enter, who
was selling het hand made
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Talena McDougall interperts a
a Christmas carol with sign
language during Thursday’s
Artique near Tower Hall.

(ii IlSIlIi.is t aids, said the AI wine
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"It svas wall to -wall 1111 I1’1( until
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Without the tree,
it’s not Christmas
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City council embarks on hopeless quest

Afriend likes to tell me about
winters back East. They
were harsh and hard, and
he misses them very much.
He especially misses the first
snowfall of the year.
After the first storm stopped, he
liked to go out walking at night.
The land and trees were coated
with frozen, crystalline whiteness
The chill air was shocking. Breath
was steam. Feet trod through the
virgin snow with a muffled crunch.
The world was silent, dark and
empty. Nothing moved save himself and the cold, slow stars in the
sky.
it was awesome," he said, at a
loss for words. "I wish you could
see it."
Here on the West coast there is
no snow to tell us it’s winter.
Because of this, my friend claims
we have no winters. Perhaps he is
right. It’s fall, the rains come (or
not) and the green grass of spring
begins to sprout.
If there was a winter, we slept
through it.
Winter begins for me the day
after Thanksgiving. Appearing on
the highway are lines of cars carrying home evergreen Christmas
trees roped to the roof or
crammed in the back. The tree
branches writhe in the !Inning air,
shaking like a child having a
titntr11111, seething in protest over
Ill the %void torture.
This will never work. We should learn from the indignity of being chopped
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Flint and l)etroit that still i liii jumpstart
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People live ill tiles like San Jose tel est ape one had gone to sleep just to be
downtowns and to find par king. Those who alone with the tree.
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would p.111(11611 highbrow elements live in San
Francis«) They ahead.. have their t ity, mr why back to the firepla«. While the
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dying embers kept me WarIII,
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San jun.( sholild Ix. 1 Onlelit With its status as a
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San Jose is not a metropolitan city
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The investors should
have known better.
They should have
kept their money in
their pocketbooks
and gone to another
city. Tourists are not
interested in seeing
San Jose.
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Sheltered by the the piny branches, I was happy in my own little
Christmas world, oblivious to the
family’s drunken arguments and
petty bickerings.
Last year, short on cash and
planning to be away front home at
a friend s house. I nearly had to do
without a tree. Which, simply put,
meant it was not going to he a real
Christmas.
On Christmas Eve, on my way
out of town, on a hunch, I stopped
offal a Christmas tree lot. "Hello,"
I called hollowly. No (Inc
answered; the tree sellers had
gone home to spend Christmas
with their families.
Ten abandoned trees remained,
a sad somber forest on the barren
asphalt pavement.
I stuffed the smallest into the
trunk of my car, regretting that I
had no n X int fiir all of them.
I lugged it into my friend’s
house, flourishing it as if it were
some rare prize. I sat it down triumphantly. A rain of dried needles tell onto the living rocun’s
WO4 )(len floor.
"It’s a Charlie Brown tree," nty
friend said, and he was right. One
side was sparse, the other had an
irregular branch sticking out and
the tree leaned like the tower of
Pisa. I hadn’t noticed in the
gliginly tree ha. We used a !Annie
13110k It I prOp it hill on one side.
Sly friend and I decorated it
with bits of 1111 IS’,, liellen COVeled
!MI its
mid !mime%
tr4mi
Chrisinhts ;ifs.
It was .1 iamb. little tree and I
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Who Students Aseadadon
Fmal Meeting of Fall semester,
12:45 p.m.; Student Union
Almaden room; call 599.0282

SATURDAY

Weekly Calendar
Chinese Campus Fellowship
Farewell; 2:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.;
Ahnacien room, Student Union.
.jarketta

TODAY
man

el

School of Mink and Dame
hinges of Dance Cocert; Jail
Todd Studio Theatre; tam
924.5041

ormolu,

2252224.

Aerobicthon $3; 4 p.m,
6p.m.; SPX C room 44; call
Carol 9243022

L. D. S. Students Aasociation
Christntas social Games and
snacks, everyone welcome;
12:30 p.m.; San Jose Institute,
66 South 7th Street; 286.5313.

Golden Key National Honor
Stwie.ty
Bowling Party; All GK metaben invited; Admission free;
610-9:30 p.m.; Stuendt Union
Bowling alley; call Keith 3657806

School of Musk and
rDance
Images of Dance Concert.; Hal
Todd Studio Theatre; call hifina
924.6041

College of Social Sciences
Lab Guerrero & SJSU
Mariachi in a free concert;
Noon;
Morris
Dailey
Auditorium; Call 9245306

Jewish Student Union
"Retreat to the beach"; 4 p.m.;
call 1Cinerette 358.8636, ext. 34.

Top hot dog eater wins contest
NEW YORK (AP) Japan’s top
glutton squared off against the
world hot dog eating champion
Wednesday, and the results weren’t
pretty for competitors or spectators.
Hirofumi Nakajima, a 144pound furniture delivery man,
dethroned 320-pound Ed "The
Animal" Krachie by downing a
world record ’23 1/4 hot dogs in
22 minutes.
"This kid is a phenomenal
eater," said George Shea, a promoter for Nathan’s Famous, the
restaurant that sponsored the contest. "He astounded the competitive eating world with his new style
out slow, home fast."
Alternating bites with sips of
water. Nakajima, 22. pulled each

frank from its bun, then crammed
bread and beef separately but
neatly into his mouth.
Clearly determined, he braved
chants of "USA! U.S.A.1," downing dog number 23 without even
breaking a sweat. Krachie ate 21
dogs one off the record, which
he set July 4 at Nathan’s annual
Coney Island eat-off.
"I knew everybody was cheering
for Eddie, and I knew everybody
thought I was going to lose," the
slim, soft-spoken Nakajima said
through a translator. "That just got
me going. I knew! had to do it."
Nakajima became his country’s
official eating champ when he
fended off 50 challengers by wolfing down 15 bowls of noodle soup.
100 pieces of sushi, five plates of

PEOPLE
All the gossip that’s fit to print
Stallone’s change of heart
LOS ANGELES (AP) The tense hours waiting
for his infant daughter during her heart operation
helped Sylvester Stallone find his sensitive side.
The "Rambo" and "Rocky" star said he .ias decided not to accept any more roles as "overblown
super-action heroes."
"Call me a foxhole convert if you will, but I had
these thoughts while waiting for the surgery to end.
I said that if the baby would just be OK, I would
change. I would do different kinds of movies.
1 would no longer play these guys with big muscles and shoulder-length hair blowing in the wind
who run through burning flames and wipe out 200
and
heavily armed mercenaries with only a
jump from airplanes without a parachute.
In "Daylight, which opens Friday, Stallone plays
an emergency medical worker who tries to safely
guide strangers trapped in a tunnel.
"This is more of a ... humanistic character for
me. It’s going to surprise some people; I haven’t
been called human for a long time."

entol

Sparta Guide is &eel And atonable
to students, faculty & staff *moths
tions. Deadline is noon, three days
before publication. Penns mailable
at DOH 209. Entries Mg be edited
to allow for space restricticsia.

wheat noodles, five plates of beef
over rice and five plates of curry
over rice.
TV Tokyo flew him to New York
in a bid to bring Nathan’s mustardyellow championship belt home to
Japan. The station will air the eatoff nationwide on New Year’s Day.
The 6-foot-6 Krachie, a mechanical engineer with NYNEX, won a
year’s supply of hot dogs with the
national title and had been training for months to defend it.
"He just eats, that’s it," said a
friend.
Nonetheless, the former champion was gracious in defeat.
"He was on his game today,"
Krachie said. "I could have been a
he definitely
little bit quicker
deserved it."

3

Hart learns the trade
next trick,
LOS ANGELES (AP) For her
Melissa Joan Hart, star of "Sabrina, the Teenage
Witch,’ will try to make her living as an actress.
Hart already appeared on Nickelodeon’s
"Clarissa Explains It All" and a Showtime movie
that developed into "Sabrina" on ABC. But Hart
didn’t think seriously about a career in acting until
recent television movie roles that made her realize
she can explore a character. Hart, 20, admitted her
acting isn’t "really deep yet" and said she simply
read lines in "Clarissa" and didn’t think about
being funny. "When people laughed, I was like,
’Oh, that was funny?’ The innocence of not really
knowing, it played off well," she said. "Now, I concentrate more on the jokes, timing and acting."

McEntire sidelined

10 hit with "The Fear of Being Alone."

Fans of the country
Hundreds of
PIGEON FORGE, Tenn. (AP)
fans waited hours for the country music group
Alabama to open its second Alabama Grill restaurant. "She wants a hug and a kin from (lead singer)
Randy Owen," David Jones said of his wife, Dottie,
as they waited in line Wednesday.
The $6 million restaurant and gift shop on Music
Road was started by Owen, guitarist Jeff Cook,
bassist Teddy Gentry and drununer Mark Herndon.
"I’m proud to be here," Cook said. "It’s something the fans who are the reason I’m here
can enjoy." Country artists donated more than 700
personal items to the restaurant.
The first Alabama Grill was opened in 1994 in
Myrtle Beach, S.C. A third is scheduled for the Mall
of America in Minneapolis.

Bardot bust to be removed
MARLY-LE-ROI, France (AP) Support is sagging for a bust of Brigitte Bardot. This quiet suburb
west of Paris will remove a bust of Marianne symbecause it was modbol of the French republic
eled after Bardot, who has fallen from grace
because of ties to the far-right National Front.
The model for Marianne changes about every 10
years. "Brigitte Bardot was chosen as the model of
Marianne because she had generous curves,"
Mayor Francois-Henri de Virieu said Thursdly.
"Today, she has ideas that we don’t find generous.
The decision comes a week after the city council
in the Brittany city of Quiberon replaced four
Bardot-inspired busts. Bardot, the 62-year-old former screen star, has supported Jean-Marie
Chevallier, National Front mayor of the southern
city of Toulon. Chevallier was criticized of refusing
to honor a Jewish writer at Toulon’s annual book
fair last month. He instead substituted a book by
Bardot

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) A ski injury has sidetracked Reba McEntire’s concert tour.
McEntire, 42, injured a knee Wednesday at the
NEW YORK (AP) A federal judge closed the
Park City Ski Area and had minor surgery at the
door on Andrew Lloyd Webber’s claim that a songUniversity of Utah Health Sciences Center.
A show Thursday night in Tucson was canceled, writer plagiarized one of the composer’s songs.
but McEntire hoped to return to the concert stage Judge Shirley Wohl Kram said Lloyd Webber failed
to prove Ray Repp stole the tune "Close Every
Friday in Phoenix, a spokeswoman said.
"She’s feeling great," Jenny Bohler said Door," which was performed in the 1968 show
Thursday. "If she had her way they’d be wheeling "Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat."
Publicists said the decision went against Lloyd
her onstage in her hospital bed tonight in Tucson.
The country music singer has sold more than 35 Webber but accomplishes the goal of validating his
million albums since 1976. She currently has a top authorship of the disputed melody.

Webber’s case closed

Your friend down the hall
with the Macintosh computer
couldn’t be happier that "s"33
Apple is offering a $150 rebate
to anyone who gets their own.
m.wt.wp.00.e.400cD
180 14Hz/16M8 RAM/16O8/8C CD ROM
IS,,-

Macintosh’ Performs’ 6290CD
118) 4111:./HMH k4.41// AM/ 4IX CD ROM
14

dipieWheyhord
Now $1,275

riattio.
t,_ftellt
Check out Apple’s Holiday Savings.
Right now Apple Computer is offering a $150 rebate when you purchase your
very own Macintosh’ personal computer and an Apple’ pnnter lt one of the
best chances you’ll ever have to take ownership of the worth most innovatise
technology. Just think about it. You can get your work done faster The stuff
you create looks great. And you pocket $150. So rub the sleep inn your eyes,
peel yourself off the couch and hit your campus computer store today And
leave your poor friend alone.

Spartan Bookstore
Hours: Mon-Thurs 8am-7pm Fri Sem-tipm Sat 106m 3pm
406/924-1809

Apple’ Color fltyWAtiter 2500
ip 720x360 api
Now $330
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Concert

Hanukkah
From page 1
l’.14 /1 tI.O. iii iii. %It 1
111 .1 ini,,li iii Julie 10 an :indent tradition,
abiaii the lush is of Ilantikkah from a
Sklar
%eh pagi 1 iise slimed a shuts
Hanukkah.
I hi gi,,111, p,intil in I u iiing ill 11111SOli ihit.I.
hi 10 lilissings, tiadilional lot the film night of
!hi holidas Anil the 111.1 night, their will tw just
Iwo ’,lasers ea( Ii night. I A AAP Said.
t Soul who help iis to kindle the
light of 11..111114.1k" Iowa. began. Altri the lighting of Out lusti awn, in thu Miii it di, the ( (-lemons ended with ,(.1 I Si int singing a traditional
I lela iis song
lenorali repiesents the light of truth
shimug !hi ough the dal ki ass iipiciluli«.," %aid
1),aih.1 11.111)er, twill, mnstilhant iii k’sr,f7s1.
-1 lama. kali is about people rvi Ito) stood up
fur what die% betwixt’ in. even though the
a Inn if irs, Skis,
AI, ii csidolit. I Ldp.; Inratglit a
It -oil to i-xpericine the «leln anon
frhiNli
Hanukkah is a holidas about fighting poludii
mid what belief ssas of lighting ptijiiuhit e 111.111

spending it with blends?"
No matter how it’s spelled Hanukkah.
same to
Chanukah in Hanukah it’s all the
Rachel Dec ker and Dan Goncharoff. "It’s
Hebrew," said Her ker. She said it is difficult to
translate Hebrew words into the letters of the
higlish alphabet.
it doesn’t matter to me (how you spell
Hanukkah). I know what it means," said
(,tuts, harciff, Mille] treasurer. Goncharoff said his
family always c elebrated the day at home, lighting the Melitlf ah, and now he lights a Milian ah
in his own room 0114 ample..
lowe said there had been some difficulty planning their celebration. They learned at the last
minute that a six -week advance notice was necessary hi ii a permit to light their candles. But the
studetits 1,1111nel persevered, and permission was
grimted just in Wm-.
"Hanukkah means dedication," Halper said.
Jewish people, she said, should "dedicate ourselves to letting people know about Hanukkah
and thanking God for our fieedom of religion."

Demko

From page 1
fictosteni’s piece. Hughes, who has
sung with the Choraliers as well as
been their assistant conductor, admitted he was nervous in his new role as
soloist. "I just started exploring the
countert
aspect of my voice," he
said.
"Winter Celebrations," a newly commissioned work by SJSU’s Craig
Bohmler, ended the program in a celebration of the diversity of our nation
and especially of the Bay Area. The
medley featured a Gregorian Chant
and music from the African holiday
the
Moslem
holiday
Kwanzaa;
Ramadan; the Vietnamese New Year,
Ft-t; the Jewish celebration of
Hanukkah; Diwali, the Hindu celebration of light; and a Pima Indian prayer
Our a fertile spring, as well as the
Christian celebration of Christmas.
The concert closed by repeating the
strains of "Angels We Have Heard on
High," and bringing full circle an

evening of music from around the
world.
"I usually go to the symphonic band
concerts," said Renee Warney, child
development major. "This is my first
Bohmler’s
concert."
scholarship
"Winter Celebration" was Warney’s
favorite segment. "I’ll definitely come
back again," she said.
Proceeds from the Scholarship
Concert benefit the Scholarship Fund
for students in treed, and especially
enrolling freshmen, who wish to pursue a degree in music.
The Wednesday evening performance was a dress preview. Tickets for
Friday and Saturday evening performances of the 21st Annual Scholarship
Concert at the St. Andrew’s Episcopal
Church in Saratoga range from $12 to
$50. Tickets for the receptions following the performances are $5. For information, call (408) 924-4332 or call the
SJSU INFOLINE at (408) 924-4662.

From pegs 1
average Russian Male is 52."
Demko closed the lecture by
taking questions from the audience.
The lecture was co-produced by
Gamma Theta Upsilon, an honor
society for Geography students.
Demko’s trip from the east coast
Explore
by
was sponsored
Technologies, makers of the
Odyssey Globes
"We were very fortunate to get
him," said Patrick Shabram, president of Gamma Theta Upsilon.
Cheryl Anderson, a graduate
student in Geography, said the
speech is definitely relevant for
SJSU students.
"The world is much smaller
than it was several years ago,"
Anderson said. "It’s better to act
than react"
"He was really interesting. Being
of Hungarian descent,! was interested to hear about it," said
Christy Zen, a public relations
mayor.
lam really impressed by SJSU,"
Demko said after the event "1
hope today’s attendance is an
example of the student body"

Artique
From page 1
Perlman said this was the second edition of last year’s cookbook that was such an unexpected
success that the department decided to create a new edition with different recipes.
The proceeds from the cookbook go to buy textbooks for
financially strapped students,
Perlman said.
Standish said probably twice as
many people attended this year’s
Artique compared to last year’s
event.
Another reason the event was a
success was that it created a sense
of community among the staff,
Standish said.
There were more people
involved in the planning and organization of the event this year,
Standish said, many of whom hadn’t met before, became acquainted through putting the Artique
together
Ted Santos, who works in the
killege of Science, said he was disappointed in the lack of support
from the administration.
"I like working here. There are
a lot of good peoele working
here," Santos Said. I wish they
were apprer and by the administratitm."

Panel to probe
Nazi-South
America Link
BERN. Switzerland (AP) A
new panel will investigate whether
Hermann Goering and other top
Nazis used Switieriand’s diplomatpout h to smuggle money to
South Americ a, a Swiss On ial said
Th tirvtiv.
TM MIA% t
Ru wer, a Foreign
%owl%
I.O.VVVI
who
heads
Switzer Lind’s
task forte on
I folot ails( assets, said he had
fit-Vt’t heard the rept iris, innlaurtt-d in a 1946 U.S. memo dist It ised Wednesdav by Sen. Alfonse
Han. he told The Associated
Press, "cut Annul he eXl hided that
at some time a diplomatic pouch
WAS IIIISIIM11."
The I .S. State Department dot lit I
I in the National
Aft hives says (kit-ring, head of the
Getman air b in t, may have used
Swim businessmen with diplomatic
I It.Malit e Inn Ship $20 million to
At gen tma
limb attain fn Mc heti of neutral
1111111ill’s suu hr as Switterland
would have been Able 10 cross borders will
inspection during
World War II
Propaganda minister Joseph
Goehhels also used the route,
whit h involved first sending the
monev to Geneva by German
diplomatit prim h, according to
the memo.
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Borer said there were reasons to
doubt the allegations. He said the
I ’toted States never filed a diplomatic protest at the time and
never brought up the memo at the
Nuremberg trial in which Goering
was condemned.
He also questioned where the
information in the document
came from.
"We also don’t know whether
the source that Mr. D’Amato
names is to be taken seriously,"
Borer added. "With intelligence
sources, caution is always appropriate."
In a letter to the SWiSS Embassy,
D’Amato, R-N.Y., urged an investigation into the 1946 memo from
Austria by American Consul
General Laurence G. Frank.
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Protesters unhappy over economy
U.S. pressures Milosevic
BELGRADE, Yugoslavia (Al’)
The United States is pushing hardPresident
for
er
Slobodan
Milosevic to give his people more
freedom. It even intervened to
keep a crucial radio station on the
air after Milosevic’s government
shut it down.
That still isn’t enough, say
demonstrators, some of whom
only this week burned an
American flag.
"If America is so mighty, how
come it cannot get rid of, or at
least scare, a little Balkan dictator?" wondered 22-year-old student
Dragan Petrie. He was one of more
than
100,000 protesters on
Thursday, the 17th day of anti-government protests.
The protests the biggest ever
against the authoritarian president
are fueled by
popular anger
over poverty, the absence of economic reforms and limits on freedom of speech and media. They

started after Milosevic annulled
local elections the opposition had
won.
The United States has been
careful with Milosevic. It depends
on him to implement the Dayton
peace agreement in Bosnia, where
U.S. prestige and the safety of
American troops are at stake. On
the other hand, it has regularly
reminded Milosevic that his
regime falls far short of acceptable
standards of democracy.
At first, U.S. officials responded
to the protests with guarded criticism, but condemnation intensified as unrest spread.
At a conference in London on
Bosnia, U.S. officials have tried to
get other participants to adopt a
statement condem
g Belgrade’s
crackdown on independent media
and challenges to the election
results. Not all countries are going
along, though, particularly Serbia’s
traditional backer, Russia.

Gold donation continues
CHICAGO (AP) A Christmas tradition dating to
1982 continued in Chicago this week when an anonymous donor dropped a gold coin into a Salvation
Army kettle. The 1996 1 -ounce U.S. gold coin with
a denomination of $50 but actually worth about $370
was deposited in
a kettle on North Michigan
Avenue on Monday, Salvation Army spokesman

Also this week, the State
Department threatened to reimpose economic sanctions if
Milosevic used violence against the
demonstrators.
The opposition says the United
States couldn’t choose a worse tactic.
Sanctions, they say, would give
Milosevic an excuse for Serbia’s
poor economy, provide a diversion
from government corruption, and
therefore shore up his regime.
"I’m sending a message to the
international community: Don’t
punish us with sanctions," opposition leader Vesna Pesic said
Wednesday. "They hurt only ordinary people, and not him. Do
whatever you want with him, but
don’t threaten sanctions."
State -run media are already saying the protesters will be to blame
if sanctions are reimposed.
Playing to opposition fears that
the United States really prefers to
work with Milosevic, Deputy
Yugoslav Foreign Minister Zivadin
lovanoyic told a-porters Thursday
that Belgrade had experienced

Robert Bonesteel said Wednesday. A gold coin was
dropped in a kettle in the same spot last year, he said.
The Salvation Army first found a gold coin in a kettle
in the northwestern suburb of Crystal Lake in 1082.
Except for a couple of years in the late ’Ws, at least
one gold coin has appeared in a kettle every yea]
since. Last year, more than 25 gold items, int hiding
16 1 -ounce coins, were fr mod in kettles, hi nesteel
said. They brought about $6,500 at auction.

If America is so mighty, how come it cannot get
rid of, or at least scale, a little Balkan dictator?
Dragon Petrie
New York City Councilman

"fruitful cooperation" with the
United States.
"Understanding
between
Belgrade and Washington is essential for stability ill lint region," he
said.
With it
as huge as 1.50,000
demonsti acing in Belgr tile for the
past two weeks. Miloseyic has
offered some minor concessions to
try to appease the demonsu atm s
while
p,w keeping a firm hold o n
He’s agreed to pay (weldor pensions and to disbui se student loans
and grants. Ile announced a
reduction in electricity I was. Ile
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pressure. and
allowed two small meth) stain His to
resume 1)1,40( .tsting.

And in anothei sign Nfiloseyie
was softening, lk-Igt;tele’s electoi al
commission said it was appealing
the annulment of the ipposition
dee bon vir tiims. lfiai 0111(1 Ittadto
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pi obably end the pt tests.
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itiii
the foreign pi essui
dial
:insect them
seem to be
enough for the pi otestra s. They
want Milosevi«nit
"How r. an the Irtur
[he
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Photo Gifts

04-0E1

PO Box 60181 Sunnyvale, CA 94089
(408)738-1348

*at the Pavilion

http://www.photogifts.com

Gifts

BEING BILINGUAL IS YOUR TICKET
TO SUCCESS. TAKE ADVANTAGE OF IT.

We’ll pay yQu tO bang qut here!

for any
Occasion

Interview with the world’s top companies at the Pan -Asian Job Fair!

You’ve got to be outgoing, personable, crazy
enthusiastic, intelligent and fun to be around.

$10 to $33

Feb. 7 - Feb. 8, 1997

*Graduations *Wedding
*Anniversaries *Christmas

In’ddd,Irdnon 1)nddlin,. (in
0.4n. n.r I.AR15in avoid pavIng idio.

Gift Certificates Available

To register or get more information, contact: International Career Information, In,
Phone: I-800-859-8535 http/Avvew.rid.comfacw

Bring us your special photo.We ll
mount it on many kinds of fine china and
preserve the memory with a special poly,
rner process that will enhance and protect the photograph for years to come

PAN-ASIAN JOB FAIR
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asked VIA. 16 ask, i,
an oppiisition leader. "Amer re a is wrong if it
thinks that the one who desti rued
Bosnia r an now be the only gum mime ha its peare.
No Itlie
1111/illd oust this guy, especially not
Amerir
agincd.
If I’ S. ’lii, ails think that their
iyeak ii iii, sni
(mild
shake.
,
.11i* (lead WI ()lig,"
said eronrinw student lb agotin
Penovir . 21.
Instead, Pen ovir said the I’S.
should thi eaten hfilosevic with war
limes chat ges Ira his ;alleged role
in bankrolling the Bosnian Serb
tebellion in Bosnia, which left tit
least 0(10,100 dead or missing.
-1 he Anita 0 tti administration
knows quite well how to deal with
Milosevir ." Draskiiyii said. "11 they
made hini sign
c hir Bosnia,
OWN’
«II:11111N
t
make him
lemur ran vier tii ti it, tory."

You’ve got to be kidding !

not, if you think this sounds like you, apply in
person at San Jose Live Monday -Friday between
10am-6pm or visit our booth at the Student Union.

We’re

Now hiring for all positions!
150 S. Firf.it Street at the Pavilion, Downtown San Jose

a nit,
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an be a

Don’t pay
too much
for your Math,
Sdence and Diglish
requirements.
tam 6 units in 3
weeks at ow sunny,
breathtaking
campus, had a
15-minure drive tram
downtown San honk
we’ve gat small
clams, emy
Padang, and ant at
the highest Pander
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37114474
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PARTIAL LIST
OF COURSES:

Art
Biology
Business
Information Systems
Chemistry

Communication Studies
Computer
Information Systems
Drama
Economics

Entilish
History
Math
Musk
Natural Science

Ph ilosoph y
Physi«il Liti«ition
Politittil Science
Psyt hology
Sociol Sc len«.
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Card game inspired vampire cult, police allege
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Assamite Antitribu. Women submit
to sires. They casually mention
omens like
the Coming
of
adicnii.i. But it’s all harmless fun,
%I
plalVt.is say.
"I’ll SI of all, what kind of patheti( idiots Imitate puppies and bash
their patents to death? This doesn’t follov: any tenant of vampiric
belief,"
Mar jean
Stewart
of
Denton, lexas, wrote in an
hoc’ cut discussion area on vamp!’ es.
Police in Murray, Ky., the hometown of four of the suspects, said
they believe the slayings may have
cSolsed from the youths involvePIP-lit ill the game.
"What are we Vs’e are sampires,
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Internships

larlskis

ENTERPPISE PENT ACAP, Arneri,i’s lamest rental car company, is looking
for enthusiastic, people<mnented students t,m work PIT (20-25 hrs/wk) in our
‘mouth Boy offIr.er, We work around your school schedule DUTIES INCLUDE:
ostorrier sr:rave, soles, office odrninistrotion, answering phones and picking
up r ustorriers "tome experience in soles, t ii summer service or fast-paced retail
is preferred A clean driving rei_ord is required.

GO DIGITAL at
UNBEI IEVABLE PRICES!
Nokia 2160
$169
Motorola Micro-D-Lite$169
F NICSSON 13H 318 $139
$19 99 Christmas Ralit S *dal’

ENTERPRISE has an excellent Management Trainee program for College
Graduates who wont a career in management It is possible to use this PIT
opportunity to step into our Management Trainee program upon graduation For immediate consideration, please call Human Resources at

SAT-ONE COMM
Near Downtown
20th & E Santa Clara Si.

raEnterprise

408-467-1300

and that is enough," the game
advertises. "No one holds command over me.... What is a claim
of power for ones who defy death?
Call your damnable hunt. We shall
see whom I di ag screaming to hell
with me."
Authorities haven’t contacted
the game’s publisher, White Wolf
Inc. of Atlanta.
"I dcmht seriously there’s going
to be any tie between these individuals, who were very disturbed, and
our tole -playing game," company
spokesman Greg Fountain said.
Masquerade was patterned after
the popular Dungeons & Dragons
game of the 19140s, and now is second in ,popularity only to ngrp.
Whiteilf said.
Masquerade is no longer played
around a table. Players act out
roles in full vampire garb, usually
at night on city streets, said J.
Gordon Melton, who spent four
years studying vampire culture and
runs the Institute for the Study of
in
Santa
American
Religion
Barbara, Calif.
"Instead ()I a group of people sit -

Ong around and rolling dice, the
dice have been eliminated, costumes have been added and staging has been added," Melton said.
its quite an event."
Four of the teen-agers await
extradition from Louisiana, where
all five suspects were arrested
Thanksgiving night. The lone
adult suspect, 19-year-old Dana
Cooper, was returned Tuesday to
Florida to face murder charges.
She seemed solemn, tired and
pale as she was denied bond today
in Tavares, Fla. She appeared
before a judge by video camera
from jail, and no court date was
set.
One of the suspects, Roderick
Ferrell, 16, had lived in Eustis, Fla.,
where he met I5-year-old Heather
Wendorf. He and three other
teens from Kentucky went to Eustis
where they allegedly bludgeoned
Miss Wendort’s parents.
"The group fled in the Wendorfs’
vehic le and were caught in Baton
Rouge, La., after the parents of
one of the teens called police,
authorities said.

408-971-SAT1
rm.
ragtag

rent-a-Car
Equal Opportunity Employer
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IF YOU CHOOSE
TO CELEBRATE,
REMEMBER
RESPONSIBLE
CHOICES=
SMART
CHOICES.
HAVE A SAFE
WINTER BREAK !
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Apple
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Holiday Savings!
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Apple
Macintosh
Pe rform a

THE PEP CENTER SINKS 8511 RESOURCE
EMIR, REEERRRL ASSISTANCE CENTER,
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Tel ISSUES Of IR CONDE AND onuR
ORUG ABUSE PRIEUENIION. RNO
ORTT iROURINIANCE ARP( / St RUN
ITSSITUt 1 PREVENTION.
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We’ll give you $150 to get your work done faster.
yin can snag a $150
For a limited it
rebate from Apple’ when you purchase a
Maintosh" desktop computer with an
Apple display (ilsold separately) and any
Apple printer just make tracks for your
t ampus timiputer store and pick up mime

Macintosh’ perremia 629000 iNi

of the most innovative technology in
existence Better still, using a Mac means
getting stuff done a whole lot faster
Which should open up your schedule for
the real important things. Like sleeping

IrkM I 2i.lt SI i !it 1\1 I r (1,p1.1, 1.r.t c.! Now $1,275
\.

Macintosh’ Perforrna* 640000 15,i MIL, HAIR 501. IN .8 ss,
Power Maciritoriti 5400 1.41111/. MIK kW, Sill IS iii It.
Power Macintosh’ 7600 I

It Ain’t Summer
Anymore

Sill,. 11.11t NW, I

.1i Si P.N.

!

’

’ Now $2,233
. Now $1,760
’ Now $2,707

The store for great
Ski and Snowboard Gear
at killer prices!

NEW 1997 GEAR
O/Iva,
ILO
Di rA51; 0

Snowboards
Snowboards
Boots
Pants
jackets
Kids Jackets

440"4"0
wax. ttathIP Ski Gear
(IC230 trim Snow Boots

$254 - $399
$89 - $209
S:i 1 -$149
$49 - S208
$39 - $69

$25 - $119
$39- $212
Ladies Jackets $29 - $188
Mens Bibs
$29- $64
Ladies hilts
$28 - $95
:hildrens sizes also available
Mein Jackets

Spartan Bookstore
lotus

Mort-Ttitirs 8arn-7pm Fri 8am-5pm Sat 10am 3pm
408/924-1809

UGP

Store I lours:
Mon. -In, lOam to Minn
Sat. Wain to 6pin
Sunday 12pm to Spin
Save Moon Early
lot Samson
Discount Lin
77.=. Ticket Couponst

ATI. Bniderick Co.
2605 I.adayette Street
Santa I Lira, ( :A 954)51)
http://wwwdonstrKitol.

748-0880

Authorities believe Ferrell also
was involved in a break-in this fall
at an animal shelter in which two
puppies were mutilated.
His mother, Sondra Gibson,
faces charges of solicitation to
commit rape. She wrote a sexually
explicit letter to a I4-year-old boy,
urging him "to become a Vampire,
a part of the family immortal" and
asking him to become "my sire,"
police said.
Police in Kentucky say the
youths drank their own blood and
that of mutilated animals. Most
players don’t drink blood, which is
associated with a fringe group
called Gothics, Melton said.
"Most people, when they get
around to drinking blood, are too
afraid and don’t like the taste," he
said.
The allure of vampires has
increased with the popularity of
Anne Ric e novels and the 1994
With
The
"Interview
film
Vampire," based on one of her
books. Her vampires are often
dashing and romantic, more
appealing than the frightening
monsters in other movies and
books.
disguised,
romantic,
"This
masked figure ... the young person’s need for rebellion, the
flaunting of authority: Mix it all
up, what rnight tonic to the surface would be a vampire cult," said
William Heim, an English professor at the University of South
Florida in Tampa.

Couple
enslaved
maid
MIAMI (AP)
A «Hiple who
illegally brought .t Si ’tang woman
into the ttltititt%cmi wmk .ts theii
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and $27,9,000 in lulus ha heating
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hot 11011.
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an alien to Inv in the United
States and hat In it ing an illegal
alien. Mahtan I lso WAS I thliged
with passport fraud
Eat it (at es tip to live %CAI% Ill
of $27,11.0011 .0
1.111%.cli .111(1
ing in Man it
A spt.keselian lot the I S
nr.0. I /Ili(
the i
know Ms
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CORRECT1ON
The list of President’s Scholarrecipients that accompanied the
profile of physics Professor
Patrick llamafl had one name
missing:
1992
recipient
Professor Rupert Garcia,
The Spartan Daily regrets the
uninternonal omission.
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EMPLOYMENT
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS PT & FT.
Healthy HS Grad with clean DMV.
999W. San Carlos St SI. 971-7557.
JON NEW ELECTRONIC DistrbMon
CyberSource Corporation Internet
distributer of software to corporate
developers needs:
Experienced technical support/
interface w/ customers regarding
downloaded software.
Knowledgable Ergineenng interns
to supper/ UND( hardware &software
on workstations. Install, configure,
troubleshoot vicrlistations & network
Both jobs require hands-on
experience with UNIX. TCP/IP,
workstations. Familiar with HTML
& PEARL. PT during school year.
FT other. $13.75/hour.
equalified, get resume loDekSillan,
Engineering, Mail Box ENG. 485.
E-mail: rsillaneemail.sisu.edu
Fax: 924-3883. Call: 9243928.
P/T BARMEN AMIDE PM
Reed’s Sport Shop
926 3020 Ask for Jim.
EARN $1000 PER WEEK AS A
COLLEGE REPRESDITATIVE
Our company provides Orilhe.Job
Training in major Radio/TV
Stations for On-Air Positions, DJ,
News, Sports. Also Technical
Positions in Major Recording
Studios, Video & Film Production
Houses. P/T, Nights, W/E.
No Exp. Req. Call Phillip Trout
1-800.301-2323.
PAID BASKETBALL OFRCIALS
at South Valley Family YMCA.
On Saturdays. 8am-3pm.
Dec. 14 thru March 15.
Pays $5.50-$7/hr.
Training provided.
Call 226-9622.
NEED CHRISTMAS CASH?
Vara pErMos needal 11/79-12/29
at Stanford Shopping Center.
Apply bilelenhene (415)3403444.
TEACHER -School Age Program
2-6pni 12 ECE marred. Located near
campus &Wean Excellent salary &
bener Is, Call Maty 408/4537533.
FOOD SERVICE,/ ESPRESSO BAR
FT & PT positions avail in busy
whoie foods restaurant. All shifts
avail, flex his 57.5058.00/hr to
start 733-9446, ask for Wendy or
Victor. Must be 18 years.
EARN EXTRA 56$
Cleaning Carpets 1 a 2 nghts/wk
and/or weekends. We train.
Start at S7/tr Clear DMV required.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Call 4414656
Business Environment Cleaners
1585 N Fourth St. CM, 5.1
THE PRINCETON REVIEW is now
hiring bright, dynamic people to
text) SAT preparation courses. Part
time Starting pay: $14.00 hourly.
Cali after 3pm. 1 8002 REVIEW.
COPICINIRAMBAN Speed & Doke
Some Bindery wo,k Experience
Preferred but will train Full or part
time evenings. Must be reliable.
dependable Mal minted, argaven.
able to work well with others, and
erloy fast paced environment Fax
resume to 408.2770706 or apply
in person at AnzaGraphix, 2 N.
Market St (downtown San Jose)
4082770700
2 TEACHERS NEEDED for school
age program A spirt shift 630
9 00em & 1 30 6 00pm Also
afternoon 2-6prm, 12 ECE required.
Excellent salary A. benefits Call
Michelle 408/997 19140
SUINTRUTESRFJUBLE HOURS
sme World Schools is hiring sub
suture teachers for our 13 day
care centers Units in ECE, Rec.
Psych. Soc. or Ed required These
may be completed or you can be
currently enrolled This is a great
Posrtorr for students We can work
around your school schedule.
even if you are only available 1 a 2
afternoons Cal 4C8 379 32(X) x2f)
YMCA NOW HIRING
Directors and Teachers
for Schoolage and Preschool
Child Care Full Time & Part Time
615 ECE or related units For
more info call Mary tc 298 3888
VALET PARKERS - PIT. nghts &
weekends for private parties in
Los Gatos/Saratoga area Must
have min 1 year customer service
experience, and desire to serve
people Polite, well groomed,
and professional attitude only
tips
$5 75/hour
19 years
Call Mike. ROO 825 3871
WAITRESS WA/RED-NO EtPREQ
Sushi Mania, located in Camden

P/T Dinner. 4 309 00. Sun Tue
Good tips caii 4082653929
$ EARN EXTRA CASH
up to $120/week I
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males. 19.34 years old
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415 324 1900, M F, 8.5pm.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up to $2.000+/month
working on Cruise Ships or LandTour companies World travel.
Seasonal & funtme employment
available. No experience necessary. For information call
1206-971.3550 ext. C60417.

THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY DELI COUNTER PERSON NEEDED
is now hiring for all positions:
Mon. thru Sat. Part-time.
Server. Busser & Hostess. Apply Heidi’s European Deli, 6245400.
in person. Monday-Friday from
Blossom Hill Rd. near IBM.
2pm 4pm. 51 N. San Pedro.
YOU NEED A .10B VRIN A RITUREI
TEACHER/INSTRUCTOR P/T Bern. We will train you for a full-time
schools. Start xi Jan. No degree req. position with our nation-wide firm.
Work around college sched. Oppty. We offer:
for teaching experience. EOE/AAE. Weekly Pay Incentives
VM: 408.287-4170 ext. 408.
’Monthly Bonuses
*Competitive Wages
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Grouprate Hearth Care
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips. * Complete Management Training
Students needed tithe immediate You must be career minded.
area. FUT-time/parttime openings. (That’s 411) Call 408.3453936.
Call today 1-415-968.9933.
International Bartenders School. KidePark -TEACHER, PT/FT
at a high quality, licensed dropin
ECE STUDENTS: Looking for a play center for 2-12 year olds.
part-time job that won’t conflict Minimum 6 ECE units required.
with your class schedule? Join the Flexible day. evening & weekend
teaching team at the NAEYC hors. Benefits wail. Come by or call
accredited child care center at
Smith San lose
Good Sam Hospital. We have FT Near Oakridge Mall
and PT closing shifts available.
281-8880
(5 days/week until 6:45pm) Munv
*West Sallow
mum of 12 ECE units; experience
Near Valley Fair
required. Salary range: 59.810.30
985-2599
pa tux. FAX resume: 4086592619
*Fremont
or cal 4088592453.
At the HUB
510.7949997
EARN $1.1 TO 1315 PER HOUR
Delivery people needed.
SAN JOSE LIVE
Flexible hours work as little as 5
RESTAURANT/NIGHTCLUB
hours per week. Take home $S. Seeking motivated individuals for
Pizza A Go-Go. 280.0707.
the following positions:
Management ’Kitchen Manager,
DAY CARE TEACHERS
Kitchen Staff ’Line Cooks,
Small World Schools is hiring P/T * Administrative Assistant *Food
and F/T teachers for our school- Servers ’Bus Persons .Cocktail
age day care programs in San Servers ’Maintenance Supervisor
Jose and Santa Clara. Units in Bartenders ’Host/Hostess
ECE, Rec. Psych, Soc. or Educ Door Staff Cashiers
required. These may be completed If you’re outgoing, personable,
or you be currently enrolled. Call enthusiastic, intelligent and fun to
379-3200 x20.
be around!
VISIT OUR RECRUITING TABLE
TEACHERS / TEACHERS AIDES
at the Student Union,
FT/PT positions awailable with Thu. 12/5 & Tues. 12/10 from 42.
Infants. Toddlers, Preschool &
or apply in person
Monday Friday 10am.6pm.
School Age. Great advancement &
growth opportunity. Good benefits.
Immediate openings. ECE units
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
preferred. Call PRIMARY PLUS for egg donation. Desperate Ason
408.3700357.
couples need your help to conceive.
Can you help? Ages 21.29,
NUTRMON RETAIL PT/FT
non-smoker, healthy & responstile.
Experience Preferred
$3,000 stipend aid eqxhses pod
Ask for Dennis, 9932211.
Other ettricilles also needed. Please
Call WWFC 15108209495.
LOOKING FOR A GREAT opoortunity
to wok for a great company during MILPITAS HUNGRY HUNTER
Positive, self motivated.
the holiday vacation? Check out
the following opportunity at
service oriented people are
Hewlett-Packard!
needed to fill positions as
We need someone to assist us n a
Lunch Servers, Dinner Servers,
Hostesses, and Bussers.
short-term software testing prolect
at our Sunnyvale site during Dec.
Please apply at
15. 1996 to Jai. 15.1997. This will
1181 E. Calaveras Blvd.
between 200prn 4 00prn.
be a temporary work assignment.
Essential Functions:
CORPORATE CATERING
Pertorrb user testing on the Visual
Diagnostic Authoring Environment
Earn $6/hr plus $10/hr in tips.
system based on functional specr Denver from best Si restaurants.
fications This is a Windows based Flexible hours. Great for Students!
application running on Windows Need own car. Cal 998-3463 now.
3.1.Windows 95 and Windows NT.
SECURITY ACUFACTS. INC.
Applicant should be:
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
...Junior. Senior or Grad Student
Great for Students
Familiar w/ Wrndows erwronments
F/T or P/T. AB shifts.
Have used graphical Windows
with Many Benefits!
Top
Pay
extensively
fairly
applications
Have developed some Windows Call cv apply n person, Mal-Sun 77,
applications usirg Visual C.0-0, MFC. 40132865880. 555 D Meriden Ake
For immediate consideration for Between San Cato ad Polymer.
behind the Cad at) Party Sore. St
this opening, please send your
resume to: Hewlett-Packard. Attn.
SALESPEOPLE NEEDED ASAP
Glenn Goodson. 1266 Inger Road.
Hot new Technology Acess
MS 1000. Sunnyvale, CA 94086 or.
Internet by TV via remote
e-mail: glene.goodsonehp.com
Make your own business
Hewlett-Packard Company is an
Unlimited $85 potential.
equal opportunity empioyer
CALL NOW 4152036777.
EXPERIENCED NETWORK
ADMINISTRATORS/TECINCINIS
*TANDEM
Certain advertisements in
Sersor UNIX network adronstrator,
them oohing rimy refer the
hands-on experience UNIX client/
reader to speoNc telephone
server systems MS. NES, DNS. Sin
for
numbers or addr
Workstations Program in C. C
additional Information.
& Bourne Shell. troubleshoot.
Cleselied mean should be
assist, train. advise $1500/nr.
reminded NM, glen miring
*Experienced network technician
theme bother eentacts. they
install & configure PC/MAC work
should require complete
stations using NT Windows,
intermatIon before sending
Wrdaes 95.11:P/P stacks. drrvers.
money kr goods eanges.
peripherals Troubleshoot hardware,
In addition, readers should
soft ware, server $13 75/hr
catehilly Inverlypte al None
Both jobs PT school yew. FT other
allesiag employment NNW
Iqualified. get resume to Dick Satan
for discount
Engineering. Mail Box ENG. 485
tomillens Inerchendlee.
E mail rsillaneemail sisu edu
Fax 9243883 Call- 9243928

SIOWs POSSIBLE READNO WOKS
Part Time. At Home. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 ext R-2236 for
Listings.
TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS
Elementary sehooSage recreation
program. P/T from 2-6pm, M-F
during the school year. turns into
F/T (or P/T) during summer camp
program. Excellent salary. Los
Gatos/Saratoga Recreation Dept.
Call Janet at 354-870003.
WORK IN THE TRAVEL INDUSTRY
Train During Semester Break.
Are you a Hospitality Management
or Recreation major? Do you have
travel industry, retail sales or tele
marketing experience? Classic
Custom Vacations has the perfect
job as part of our dynamic reservations staff. We are located in
downtown San Jose & specialize
in selling customized vacations to
Hawaii and throughout the USA.
Classic is looking for quality sales
specialists to enhance our fast paced reservation center. This
excellent opportunity offers:
P/T, flexible scheduling.
.810-815 /hr. potential
(base salary 4. sales incentive).
Full employee benefits package.
Attractive travel benefits.
Professonal working environment.
’Convenient location. 10 minute
walk from SJSU.
In-depth, 2 week training session
January 6-18, 1997.
Strong communication & customer
servce slues important Must enjoy. &
thrive in a sales oriented environment. PC exp. req’d. EOE. Apr*
in person or send/fax resume to:
Classic Custom Vacations,
1 North First St San Jose, CA 95113.
Ph: (408)2874550.
Fax: (408)287-9272.

GREAT JOB! GREAT PEOPLEI
A leading telecommunications
company located in north San
Jose is seeking 1) customer
service representatives and 2)
sales people. Many positions
open. Hours 10amApm or 3.9pm.
20+ hours weekly. 56+ hourly.
Commissions. Must be self motivated. No experience oh.
Will train. Bilingual preferred.
Call for David H. 408/441.8600
or Fax 408/441-9988.

FOR RENT

CAMPUS CLUBS

SPORTS/THRILLS

LARGE HOUSE FOR RENT
8 Bdrm, 5 Bath. Parking,
Storage, TV Room, Study Room.
530 S. Sixth St. 253 2449.

PARK CITY UTAH JAN. 6-11th.
SJSU SKI & SNOWBOARD CLUB
8439. includes air. 5 nights
condo stay. 4 Out of 5 day
pass, hot tubbing & more, Cali
Mark 408/292 0955.

100% PURE ADRENALINE!

SJSU INTERNATIONAL CENTER
5 Minute walk to campus
’Newly furnished rooms
’Well-equipped student kitchen
*Computer & study rooms
Laundry room
61000’s POSSIBLE TYPING. Part *Parking
Tme. 8 Herne. Toll Free 1-800.218. Amencan & international Students
Call 924-6570 or stop by for a tour.
9000 ext T-2236 for Listings.
360 S. 11th St (Between Sal Carlos
& San Salvador).

TUTORING

SERVICES
TYPING UNLIMITED for all your
typing needs. Reports. Resumes,
Cover Letters, 408-441-7461.
Pick up and delivery options.
TEST PREPARATION HELP.
Harness the power of your mind
to learn to relax, retain info, & feel
more confident about final exams
this year. Call Jane Hagan. C.Ht..
at Inner Power at 408-3782543.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing goner or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock.
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408 298 6124.
EUPHOTIC FOUNDATION
Confidential Spiritual Counseling
Metaphysical, Astrological. Medi.
lotion Classes. Gnostic Western
Tradition. Call (408)9788034.

WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
GET PAID WELL TO VISIT
Samples & references available
Flexible Interesting Fun
Chinese & other languages
& lucrative adventures
spoken. Foreigners welcome!
See how! Request your
For free tips, tools and ideas on
exclusive free info package
how to improve your writing.
Call 408 793 5106 voice mail
PaidVisits@aol corn
visit our user-friendly Websae 1976 DATSUNI1210 New tires, oil
at http: //www c I. pl u c om charge. 4 spit, stereo. Looks & runs
1RAVEL ABROAD AND WON Wee Reguiar e
aciOnetcorn corn great 5750/obo 4087737109
up to $25845/hr teaching basic Call for free phone consultation
conversational English in Japan (415) 5259505...aek la Daniel.
INSURANCE
Taiwan. or S. Korea. No teaching
MOVING SOON?!
background or Asian languages
AUTO, UFE ri HEALTH
required For irformation call: Ler HELPING HAND Wang Assxstance
Fanners losurani (gout}
do the work for your
1206.971 3570 ext. 160415.
Professronal movers & packing
Save Money Compare our rates
Pay hy the Month
Free wardrobes with move
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
Special Student Discounts
sell discount subcriptions to Bay Free insurance
Foregn Student Drivers Welcome
Area newspapers Auto dialers. illtIcost boxes/poclingmaterial
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE QUOTE
Flexible hrs 9am 9pm. Downtown ’Local & Long Distance
near lightrail 4 blocks from SJSU. Two locations to serve the Bay Area! Akrckinn & Wren 401.1/3669R23
408/777 7900
Saratoga 3089113
Hourly Si plus bonus Media
Santa Clara 951-4074
Promotions 494-0200
AUTO INSURANCE
Canerus Insurance Service
WORK AROUND SCHOOL HOURS WRMNG HELP. Fast professional
Special Sludent Programs
Retail Sales & Customer Service Idling. rewriting, ghostwriting
Serving SJSU for 20 yeas
’Part Time or Full Time
Essays. letters, application
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
Intemshrps/Academrc credit poss. statements, proposals, reports.
100 Corporate Scholarships etc For more info, please call "Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Dave Bolick at 510.601-9554.
awarded this school year!
......
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. (Mall. "Good f.#udent" ’Tarnily %Altar’
CALL TODAY 2965270
STARTING PAY $12.50
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
’No experience necessary
COMPUTERS ETC,
NO OBLIGATION
’Complete training provided
Also
open
Saturdays 9 2
CO.
COMPUTER
CLASSROOM
’Call (408) 2805195.
4549 Haven Ave CH
Menlo Park, CA 94075
SO6 OPENINGS’
Ph (800)8005115
VOLUNTEERS
Elec. engineer
FAX 141513061120
Warehouse Clerk
CITYTEAM YOUTH OUTREACH
Refurbished Computers
Testing/Technician
looking for volunteers to sevf, as
SCHOOL SPECIALS
Office Administrative
Bible Club waders. tutors. big
Mac SE & Classic
Elec /Mech Assembly
brothers/sisters. camp eoun
LC II, LC III
Sales/Customer support
Performa 475
seine, and coaches Consider loin
Call 408942 8866
PowerMacs
mg our team by contact rng Fran
Eletcre 4aff rig ’owes. he HI
Lewis Phone 2.42 56006 NM.
Inkjet Printers
1778 Clear lake Ave Milprtas
Laser Printers
L mail fiewisercityrtisen org
(2nd Fl 10-04y6J10, se Lir(ese,
Dot Matrix Printers
mal, turn left at (rera Law Owe I

/ A1F

RATES CALL

408-924,3277

Print your ad honk Line is 30 spaces, Including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

LEDEMOLOOODEM1ELMIEJDOEIIIEEEJLE11]
DOEDOCEEMODODOODOCJECIDDEILIIML1
EIDOEIDEOCEIODEIOOMOMEIrmiciori[inir-crii

rinnrionoocioacloopoopacioEurini-rinrin
One
Two
Day
DIM
57
3 lime
55
$S
4 lines
56
$7
NI
II Mei
$10
6 Nnee
$A
$1 for each additional line

Three
DAT*
Se
510
$11
$12

?
A1111110A
DOES
Ante
$13

$14
515
516

After the fifth Coy, note Morrows by $1 per day.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70

Piet vie check
one classification:

,48/,11

Four
Day.
$11
$12
$13
$14

10-14 lines: $90
15-19 lines: $110

Perla I

7.1,,rd
’

Send chec,k or money order Er
partan DaNy Classifiada
San Joao State
U
Sanaa*, CA INI1=612
Classified desks located in Dwight (lent.,) Nall Hoorn 209
41 Deadline 10 (Pa m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepied No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
OUSIITIONS? CALL 14011111114-3277

Vfa,,,a(r.

.Yadred Housing*
Peal Estate

nieauly

.1 r-

Tdrhine Aircraft
student owned S. operated.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

WANTED

’ROW DENTAL PLAN I
Only 857.00 per year.
Save 301k 60%
on your dental needs
For info call 1 8001/55322"

SIMPLE BASS PLAYER WANTED
for rock group. We have a CD and
,fh ord

I

or, party aaert,1
40h -27984-,i2

WORD PROCESSING
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
papers, group
preiects iesomes. mini a micro
cassette. transcripton. All formats.
Fax avariabie Experienced,
dependable. ocick return.
Alrhatle, 14 ihtf.tro
Call
1 inda 4118 2, 4 4 r 114
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
& ugh., papers ’theses
our
t atier phriling
T0r,ly,. ’iii.. I other format,

ng graphics
Resumes,
and other s1.1,1e, avallanle on
either WordPedect or Word.
We’d
Cal.Pd11.0, Vegri1 40/4751 0449

SUZANNE’S
WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
Word Processiny ana
Thou. A ’,reit
Academic
Reports rhos, M. A I lull 1114
Expert In APA Format
\NI’, I ’((IL
1,iys .1 werilk 7

Irt-

ollestichoo, P.11,I’lvers
I’i1WerIX)t111 (1111,11111.111011,
(:11.01 0,1111,11
VI RV LOW RATE
i 11’
ii 1 od.o,’

*AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED’
. A
AhA

H..

WI" ;
re-N

"’n,
mar,

P4M
iebrin irf

CROSSWORD
PFIEVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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1/ Iftirr,
411 VV11.11 11.111,10
.du,11h$1
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11 ’,110
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I doh 1111Wr11111/J
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$,1 I /phi
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r
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11,11Ii y
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.1
14
17
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IL

114
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’14

_ Entertanrrer ’
Tutoring*

_ Word Procesirig
_Schoershos

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for .3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
OBH209. between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

flom

TOM’S Word Processing Service.

_Travel

_ &Wed*
_ jrrpoyment
_Dpporturines

1,,,

489 9794 ifio, Residryx. in
Id DARE FAST rit (1.8511

if Iii

Daily

A .1

N 1ONAL
_FOR ._AT

There is nothing compared to
e exhilaraton experienced by
...,ydiving! Tandem, Accelerated

BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634.7575.

1 BR APT FOR 1 PERSON 8695.
HEALTH & BEAUTY
2 persons $800. Clean, quiet,
sober & financially responsible TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
required. 551 & 553 So. 6th St. Electrolysis is the ans.,"
William at 4082941890.
I remove hair from any WI ert,
on your body, from facia: hair to
bikini area. Call for appointment
2 IIDRAI. APARTMENT - $850/MO.
Security type building
Camella’s Electrolysis Place.
1193 Lincoln, San Jose, 9939093
Secure Parking
MonSat./ Free Cons / Eve awns
Close In
All Students Receive 2C1% Discount
Modern Building
Laundry Room
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
(408) 295-6893.
Specialist Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable
335S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
FOR SALE
247-7486
GREAT NEW DISCOVERY that
MEN & WOMEN
cleans your car quicker!! New 01MI
WASH.MATE. Cali 1830758.7016. PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
Stop shaving, waxing. tweezing
WEB PAGE DESIGN!
or using chemicals. Let us perma
Software Training Cd’s !
nently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip Bikini Chin
wwwwebsketch.com
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
Cell now I 408-2314212.
receive 15% discount First iippt
1/2 price if made before 12 3196.
III RAISE YOUR GRADES III
SJSU 4.0 GPA students share their Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 671 E
secrets! Benefit from their experi Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell
(408) 379-3500
ence! NEW Self-tutoring Techniques! For booklet. send 84.99+
.99 S&H to SYNERGIX. Dept SD
1794 Plaza Casnas, San Jose, CA
SCHOLARSHIPS
95132.
FREE MONEY For You Education!
Apply for your share in 11111110,1 ,11
AUTOS FOR SALE unclaimed private sector aid Lc,
Scholarship Resource Services
1976 DATSUN 13210 New tires, oil 4082618676.
change, 4 sof, stereo. Looks & runs
great. $750/obo. 408.723-7109. FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE!
Millions of dollars in public ,ind
private sector scholarship.- &
SEIZED CARS from $175.
Porsches, Cadillacs. Chevys, grants are now .Tvadable All
BMW’s, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, STUDENTS ARE ELIGIBLE Sm
4WD’s. Your Area. Toll Free 1 dent Firsincrai Services’ progarn
1I00 218-9000 ext. A 2236 for will help you get your T.hr share
Call 81302636495 ext 0,0417
current listings.

ENGLJSH TUTOR
Speaking, Reading and Writing
Credentialed Teacher
Call Jessica (408)978-8034.

SECURITY
F/T & P/T, Will Train
Day, Swing and Grave Shifts
Permanent & Short Term Jobs
Walker Security Services
408247.4827.

DAILY CLASSIRED - LOCAL RATES

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum

FAX: 924-3282

Phone: 924-3277
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown Samlose.
Inner City Express.
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose.
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BASKETBALL
Challenges await SJSU in the WAC
8 Friday, December 6,1996

By Matt Romig
‘Tanen petit Wait Writer
I heir will be no yr( tray lap this
season ha the Spartan men’s basketball team.
one %ear alter «impleting a I 6year hint, to the top of the Big
Vesi Conierviire, the Spartans
find thernselties bat k at square
one, III a new c onferviire with a
irew set tile hallenges.
Last season’s mit at le 11111 to the
NtAA Lournament is a memory,
enter kit It tolor, %Olt,
helped deliver the Spartans to ’,liege basketball ’s pitanised land
with a hi ev point shot if) the filial
se. ,dirls of the 1990 Ng West
( .h.oripionship
tlefinitel% have a lot to
Iitylin Stlirt "All around tht
WAC, they are Fist thinking we got
liii kv one tulle

San Jose State University

"Last year is over with. It comes
up every once in a while, but not
often."
S1SU’s new home, the Western
Athletic Conference, is not only
the largest basketball conference
in the nation, it is also one of the
strongest.
With the additions of NevadaRice, Southern
I as
Methodist, "fexas Christian, Tulsa
;Ind SIM WAC membership has
to 16-se ’tools, spanning
liii’
Ito: 11111e% /ones and nine states
It’ rn Ilawaii ili lexas.
Recent expansion has not only
Added noiss lir the onferen«., but
talented 11.11115 with experienced
till lies Ii,cmer national power
I ’NIA’ pans the Spartims, four
%cats Ate, hrSIII, State vacated the
Big West lot the WA(.
( :oat lies
Jerry
Tarkanian
(Fresno State), Don Haskins

Fresno State Bulldogs

Coach: Jerry Tarlutnian (22-11, I year)
1995-’96 Record: 22-11 (13-5 WAC)
Curnnt Record: 541
flome Court: Selland Arena (10,132)
Schedule vs. $3SU: Jan. It (Freano), Feb.6 (SanJose)

66
We definitely have a lot to prove. All
around the WAC, they are just thinking
we got lucky one time.
Rich Taylor
SJSU basketball player

(Texas-H Paso), and Billy Tubbs
(’mu) ktv, ea( h led teams to the
NCAA Final Foin.
The WM: is a relatively young
conference, having been founded
in 19O2, but it lots established itself
as a solid basketball power. In 34
years of play, the WA(: has posted a

losing record in non-conference
games only in 1966-67.
Last year, WAC teams had a 6330 record against non-conference
foes, good for a .677 winning percentage. Utah and New Mexico
represented the WAC in the 1996
NC:AA ’Iournament and each

advanced to the second round.
SJSU’s new conference has sent
at least two teams to the NCAA
Tournament every year since 1984.
The Spartans are moving from the
Big West, a conference that generally sent only its conference champion to the Big Dance,
Spartan Coach Stan Morrison
faces the challenge of preparing
his team to face stronger, and
unfamiliar, opponents.
"There are more quality teams
in the WAG than we faced before,"
Morrison said. "And we’ll face
more quality big men than we have
faced in the past.
"Anytime you go to a new conference, you are feeling your way
along. We don’t have our thumb
on how the various WAG teams
want to play."
The Spartan coach is not exactly
flying blind. Several conference

Nevada-Las Vegas Rebels

Coach: Bill Bayno (10-T6, I year)
1995-’% Record: 10-16 17-11 Big Wen)
Current Recor): 3.0
Home Court: Thomas &Mack Center (J8,500)
Schedule vs. SiStb, Jaa. 2 (Satrithiek Feb. 15 (Las
Vegas)
’

Jerry Tarkentan reutrned to Fresno State last year to
guide his alma meter to its most aucetodul season since
1985. The Bulldogs won 22 mimes, but were denied a
birth In the NCAA Tournament, perhaps due to the prew
ence of Tarkanian, the controversial former coach of
UN1.V. Four double-figure scorers, all seniors, return
from the 1993-96 Fresno State rosier. Returning are
guards Kendric Brooks (19.4 ppg) and Dominick
Young (18.2 ppg), Forward Darnell McCulloch (11.3
ppg) and center Rahsaan Smith (7.2 rpg). Tarkanian
used his trademark recruiting magic to add two former
prep All-Americans and one former junior college AllAmerican to his roster. With new talent an-wing and more
than 90 percent of their scoring returning, the Bulldogs
are expected to he a ion* in the WAC.

Once the must powerful team In the Big West
Conference, the Rebels find thernitatin in a Sew conference after Ian season’s 11)-16 dioadec Encouraging times
are ahead, if you believe Thr Sportier News and
Basketball Tinto, twn alslicadomi that rmiked UNLV’s
recruiting class acthe best in the lieuloo. Center Keon
Clark, a 6-11 transfer from Dixie College, is expected to
be the jewel of llayno’s collection of new talent. The
Rebels return three doueladtpre sce?
’ ti , including for11,5 points per
ward Warren Illesegreen,ederavent
game and led die Big Wert he reboun ft 9.5 per game.
Gone is leading scorer Clayton /shrimp., who averaged
16.7 points per game, but made only 35 percent of his
field goal attempts.

Projected Finish: First

Projected Finish: Fourth

Spartan Daily

teams play undet the national spotlight. Four WAG teams are featured in the Associated Press Top
25, with Utah (4-0) leading the way
with a No. 3 ranking.
Scheduling gave the Spartans a
break even before they tipped off
their first conference game. Top
25 teams Co& and New Mexico do
not appear on the 1996-97 SJSU
schedule.
But Fr esno State and Tulsa will
bring their national rankings to
the floor against the Spartans for a
pair of games, «attributing to one
of the toughest conference schedules in sr hool history.
The billowilig seven teams share
the Pat dif Division of the WAC
The teams projected
with
finishes were determined by a
panel if Slim tan Daily sports writers.

San Diego State Aztecs

Coadis Fred ’Flexible (26-31, 2 years)
1295.’96 Records 15-14 (8-10 WAC)
Current Record: 3-1
Home Cowl: San Diego Spurts Arena (13,741)
Schedule vs. SJSUs Feb. 1 (San Jose ), Feb. 27 (San
Diego)

Third-year coach Fred Trenkle faces a major rebuilding task, as only two players return from the 1995:96
roster that recorded the first winning season in Ii years
for the Aztecs. Guard Chad Nelson Is the only returning starter for the Anent, who saw 48 points per gene
leave the starting lineup through graduation. Nelson
averaged 11.6 points per game and is a solid backcourt
contrlbtztoL San Diego State added sire with two foreign
players; 84 for ward Roy Rruiewyk from Canada and 610 freshman Marcelo Correa front Brazil. With such a
major turnover of talent, the Aztecs will be hard premed
to put together back-to-back winning seasons for the first
time in 12 years. Three first-year Aztecs bring Div. I
experience to the floor. Most notably, Jason Richey
played two seasons at Aritima and Jacobi Thompson
spent one season at Santa Clara.

Projected Finish: Sixth

Hawai’i Rainbows

Wyoming Cowboys

(;oach: Riley Wallace (134-135. 9 years)
1995-’% Record: 10-18 (7.11 WAC)
Current Record: 3-0
Home Court: Special Events Arena (10,22)1)
Schedule vs. VW: jam 35 tbanJose I. Mar. I

(teach: Jolty W’right 141-14. 3 yams I
19952% WI led: 14-15 (810 16TAC i
Current Record: 1 2
II
C
Art Ira-Auditorium (15,0214)
S. liethile vs SiSt ’: Jan. 23 (Imantie), Feb. 22 (San
Jose )
a Iasi% season, there is reason
Despite r eucruing I
for est itement at Wyoming. ’The Cowboys return 6-7
player in the WAG to averse
Ill. Coleman, the o
e 1095296 season. With
age- a doubledouble for
Coleman 112.2 ppg, 10.4 rpg), Wyoming has a solid f
line player to compliment the backcourt comhinati llll of
Jeron Roberta (17.8 ppg) end leDrell Whitehead
(17.7 ppg, 4.0 apg). Whiteed led the Cowboys in scoring, assists and Meals for the second consecutive season
last year. Wye ..asg was one or the toughest teams in the
in 1995-’96, with wire Over Utah 180-761,
N’AC at I
1 resno State (96-1.11) and New Mexico (61-58). Away from
was a different ((((( y tor the Cowboys, who won
h
emillrellte g-ame. lel the road.
onlv

flaisail reached the NCAA Tournisinent in 1994, and
has eyerkneed a eittedy deck’s’ e every since. Last year’s
1Moin mason was the want her the !Witham sint e 1987’88, when they wen juet leue griew.t. Undid= a rough
lea tie ph, at borne due M rite mueneinieHawaii
learn
was 14-14 at loom last Se Wain* Dt-spite laming their top three
playent and 60 pertent 01 their searing to Whin, the
cc Dleblion
Rainb ow’s ere picked to linish fifth in Ihe
by the ntedlislii order to live up to the projection, dery
will need Solid senior semen front 74 orator 804
Sundberg, who averaged 5.3 points and 4.3 rebounds as
a junior. New to the Rainbow rosier is Anthony Carter,
who averaged 26.9 points at Saddle-hack Community
College in 19952%.

Projected Finish: Second

Projected Finish: Seventh
WESTERN

Colorado State Rams

( lilt I. St % Mot n1110148. kyr.)
iteterd: 18-12 (11-7 WAC)
(dun relit Record: 4-1
Coon: 51.4wArena (9.001)
II
S. bell1111. Vs. SISI Jan. 25 (Fort (:ollins), Feb. 20 (San
Jose I

ATHLETIC

CONFERENCE

Air Force Falcons

San Jose State Spartans
(catch: Stan Martian (0w135, 7 years)
1995296 Rethink 13-17 (114 Big Wad)
( :torrent Record: 3.1
Ihone Court: The k:vent Center (3,11(0)

The Rains return log Ironi line In 6-foot-S forward
Matt Barnett. 6 9 forward Lorenzo Johnson and 7.41
Lilielf Ryan Chilton. Colorado State used its beefy sizerank see ossd nationally in field goal accuracy, setting a
school record with a .4.06 percentage. Six letterwinners
re-turn from dm 1995-98 team that won 18 grimes anti
advanced to the posseason National Iriviusional
To iu-nansent. With four consecutive winning seasons
hehincl them, and no seniors on their current roster, the
Adtheisrna.thelves as growing puwer in
Rams are establi
Pacific:
the’e N

’the Mum challenge facing the Spartans in their first
scar of WAC play la replacing Sam Allen and Roy
I &mowed*, who combined to mange 25 points and 11.2
rebounds last season. .9 Junior Rio* Taylor will likely
play out of position 1111 center, iiitik big men Craig Clark
and Grac me A natty come of age. Dap* and talent is
Abundant In the borkcourt, however, in lead Quinet
return tram a redehirt semen to join Olivier Saint-Jean,
The Addison and Marmot
la the guard rotation. Sainbjras avenged 17.2 pelmet ear pme In earn All Big lebto hominy last emsom and hollow nearly unstop’,Ask dearer. Quint led the tamesbe sensing twee season%
ago and is the leam’s in acrinnee Ihreepaimt di or,

Projected Finish: Third

Projected Finish: Fifth

Comb: Reggie Minton 1115-225, 12 years)
1995-96 Record: 5-23 (1-17 WAC)
Current Record: 1-3
Home Court: Chine Arena (8,003)
Se-hedtilcvs.SJSL’:Jan. 16 (San joie), Feb. I 3
Colorado)

’SAM.

Possibly the’ wont team in either division .t1 the. WAG,
the Falcons won a conference game against Ilawari on
Jan. 18, then domed the season with 13 consecutive lows.
Air Force return telt scorer Jennies Reese 114.8 ppg1
and top reboundlleMike Freeman (7.0 rpg) from a team
that posted just one victory after Dec. 12. ’troubles are
not new for the Adams, who have been traditionally outgunned in the wAr, having won less than 20 percent of
their conference games since 1900.

Projected Finish: Eighth

Compiled by Dustin Shekell and Mott Romig
Men’s bOakettboll

Sports
at a
glance

The next game
for the Spartans is
7.30 p.m., Monday
in the SJSU Event
Center against
Cal Poly Pomona

Women’s basketball
SJSU begins pioy in
the Arizona Copper
Bowl Classic Friday
at the University of
Arizona Southern
Illinois and Harvard
will be in the tournament with SJSU and
Arizona.

swimming

The swim team takes
part in the Speedo
Cup in Long Beach
beginning
on Thursday The
team then hosts San
Francisco State
University and CSU
Hayward at the
Aquatic Center 1 30
p m. on Saturday

Judo
Seven members of
the national champion SJSU Judo
team will participate
in the World
University Judo
Championships in
Jonquiere.Conada
beginning on
Monday.

Lasers
The Lasers play in
Atlanta tonight
before coming
home on Tuesday to
play Atlanta at 7 30
pm

Hockey
This weekend the
hockey club takes
part in the Gold
Rush Tournament
beginning at 7.45
p.m. Friday in the Ice
Centre against Cal
If the Spartans win,
they will play in the
tournament final
7 45 p.m. on
Saturday.
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